Quality of care.
Quality of life.
Ob Hospitalist Group clinician testimonial

Chart a New Course
A chance dinner meeting at the American College
of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) annual
meeting in May 2019 was the first step of Dr. Kristen
Innes’ path towards joining OBHG’s Diplomat program,
a full-time traveling OB hospitalist program.

Dr. Innes previously had a private OB/GYN practice and
her decision to transition to hospitalist life primarily
centered on work/life balance. “I do find it easier to walk
down the hall for a delivery at 2 am than drive in from
home, and it is probably safer too. I don’t have the stress
of office overhead, employees calling in sick, or office
scheduling issues. As soon as I finish a shift, I can shut
off my work life and go to being present in my personal
and family life.”

Dr. Kristen Innes, OBHG Diplom
at

Open to new challenges

One advantage of joining the prestigious Diplomat program
for Dr. Innes is the ongoing excitement of working in new
surroundings. “I think to be a Diplomat you must consider
being exposed to new hospitals, physicians, and environments
a plus. I am really an introvert everywhere in my life except for
work. I like seeing different ways of doing things and bringing
protocols and ideas that really work at one facility to another
facility that may see benefit.

I enjoy being in new environments as I find it more mentally
stimulating than being exposed to the same environment all the
time. I remember listening to a podcast with Dr. Sanjay Gupta,
and he was discussing his book ‘Keep Sharp: Build a Better
Brain at Any Age’ and he recommended trying new things
constantly to prevent brain aging, and I feel the challenges and
new environments that the Diplomat role exposes me to helps
with that exposure.”

Support system

Being a travel OB hospitalist calls for flexibility in many different
situations. “Diplomats help keep the programs staffed that are
newer and still building up their hospitalist team or fill shifts
for programs that have a physician on leave. Through the
pandemic we have helped to keep the programs staffed. I also
think we help the physicians at our hospital by being another
set of ‘boots on the ground.’
So many hospitals are experiencing nursing shortages right now,
so I know it is helpful to have another set of eyes on a high-risk
patient, and the nurses appreciate having us around as well for
the high-risk patients who require more supervision and care.
We are also readily available for any emergencies.”

Dr. Kristen Innes and her husband
John on their trip to Switzerland.

“When I am done with my shift, I have no
responsibilities until the next shift. My son
asked me after a longer break at home
between shifts if I was retired!”
— Dr. Kristen Innes
Diplomat program physician Ob Hospitalist Group
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Day in the life

Every day is different for Dr. Innes and she usually works five
24-hour shifts per month on average. “If I must travel for shift,
I may do an ‘every other’ where I fly in the night before my
first shift, take a rest day in between shifts, and fly home after
the second shift. Lately, most months I have worked more
than five shifts monthly because there is a lot of need for new
hospitalists for the programs.
Much of the day is spent in the OBED evaluating patients.
Depending on the facility, there may be a few patients
that are admitted to my care and are followed for delivery,
either vaginally or cesarean, or admitted for antepartum
observation. Some facilities have the hospitalists cover
gynecology evaluations and admissions, and some do not.
If gynecology admissions are included, then some days also
include surgeries, most commonly dilation and curettage or
laparoscopy. Some hospitals I go to are nonstop, where I am
lucky to get a 1–2-hour rest period, and others are slower
where I may get 5-6 hours of rest during a shift. I may also
participate in hospital or department meetings or drills.”

Come sail away

Dr. Innes enjoys the freedom that working as a Diplomat
offers and loves to go on travel adventures with her family.
“Honestly, work/life balance is the main reason I chose to
become a hospitalist. At the end of this summer, I was able
to take a two-week vacation with my family to backpack
across Switzerland, and I have never been able to take a
vacation that long before.
I have also taken a sailing course with my 14-year-old son
and spent 10 days in Colorado with my family. When I took
longer vacations before, I was always worried about what was
happening in the office, or how my office partners would cover
me. I enjoy the fact that when I come home from a shift, I am
not doing hours of charting at night, and on the weekends,
I am not feeling guilty for missing my patients’ births.
When I am done with my shift, I have no responsibilities until
the next shift. My son asked me after a longer break at home
between shifts if I was retired! My husband and I love being
on the water, and our goal is to have a cruiser where we can
spend weeks on the water balanced between weeks of shifts.”

“I find it really rewarding to take care of patients who present to the OBED as often they are
scared and nervous about whatever symptom brought them there, and by showing compassion
and care when I evaluate them, they immediately feel more at ease. There is also a demonstrable
improvement in outcomes for patients who present to labor and delivery just by having a doctor
physically present 24 hours a day, as sometimes minutes can make a big difference in outcomes
for patients.”
— Dr. Kristen Innes
Diplomat program physician Ob Hospitalist Group

Ob Hospitalist Group’s elite Diplomat program offers OB/GYNs the chance to practice obstetric medicine
in a variety of facilities across the U.S. while earning a salary & benefits comparable to private practice.
Contact Recruiting@obhg.com or 800.967.2289 for consideration.
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